
Caroline George

 Intimidated. So intimidated, but too damn excited to not jump at the opportunity. That is 

how it felt as I prepared to sit down and interview Caroline George. Caroline George is the 

author of The Prime Way Program series. Her first two novels, The Primeway Program: Be The 

Victor and The Primeway Program: Just strength are about to be followed by the third and final 

novel to complete her trilogy, due out this fall. She has a fourth, separate novel entering the 

publishing process. Caroline has been nominated for the Georgia Author of the Year award. In 

the fall she interned with Harper Collins and in the last few months she signed with an agent at 

Hartline Literary Agency. 

 “And how old are you?” I asked.

 “Nineteen.” 

 Yes. That’s right. Caroline George, writer extraordinaire is only nineteen-years-old!

Caroline began writing at an early age and set herself a goal to be published by the time she was 

sixteen, which she achieved and then kept running. And what have I been doing with my life? As 

an aspiring novelist, I know that for a piece to be considered a novel, it must be at least 40,000 

words. To put that in perspective, a double-spaced ten page paper is only 2,500 words. That is 

like writing one-hundred-sixty pages. Minimum. So the fact that Caroline has three of these 

completed with a fourth on the way and is only nineteen is mind-boggling. Meanwhile, she’s a 

full-time college student. 

 Last semester I was explaining to my friend, Kate, what I wanted to do with my English-

Writing major (not teach), she got wide eyed and exclaimed, “Oooh there’s a girl in my dorm 

who does that!” That girl would be Caroline George. Yes, there is in fact a Belmont freshman 



living in Herron Hall that is a published novelist. Since hearing of this, it has been my mission to 

track this wizard of a girl down and pick her adroit brain. I am currently working on what will 

hopefully be my first published novel, but after the writing is done, where do I go? Do I self-

publish? Do I seek out a publisher? Do I need a lit agent? So many questions. Questions to which 

I would hopefully find answers. I wanted to know how Caroline did it, especially being so 

extraordinarily young, and what advice she has to offer. This assignment was just the excuse I 

needed to contact her. 

 The air was thick with the promise of coming rain on the Monday morning that Caroline 

agreed to sit down with me. I picked a little table in the one area of the Beaman that appeared to 

be deserted; the little tables tucked in the awkward alcove outside What’s Bruin. I took a self-

concious breath and waited. I arrived early, which is not something I can normally manage (five 

minuets late is running on time for me). I looked around and suddenly wished I would have gone 

with Bongo or somewhere cooler for a meeting place, but was too late. The beaten down, vinyl 

backed booth an too-tiny-to-hold-much-more-than-a-cup-of-coffee table would have to do. 

 When Caroline sat down, I could tell right away that she is used to doing interviews. She 

sat on point and ready to answer the long list of questions I had laying in my lap, which I soon 

abandoned anyway. As we stumbled through introductions and the general explanation of my 

project, it became clear that Caroline is an old-soul––wise, experienced, and accomplished 

beyond her years––yet, she put off and air of humble confidence. Caroline broke between 

introductions to cough into her elbow. She stifled a sniffle and then apologized. She spent her 

weekend filming a book trailer for The Primeway Program and after early mornings and late 

nights on set, she was fighting off a cold. 



 “One day we filmed from eight o’clock in the morning to eleven o’clock at night,” she 

told me of her latest adventure. I asked her what it was like, making her book trailer and she 

explained:

 “I’m kinda a stubborn person. If I wanna do something I figure out a way to get it done 

 [. . .] You kind of have to do that. I’m originally self-published–that’s how I first got my 

 start–and you just kind of have to be a go-getter with that. And so I wrote a screen play 

 and just started networking trying to find people who could help me.” 

She quickly described the several month process of assembling her cast and crew and what it was 

like to get to see these people bring to life these characters and world she created. “I’m still kinda 

on a high from it,” she said. 

 Caroline was quick to answer all my questions with all the details I could hope for. 

Experienced beyond her years and incredibly kind, she was eager to share all of her helpful 

words of wisdom about writing, publishing, agents, conferences, and queries. Still, there loomed 

an air of mystery about her suggesting there was something more to her than just the writer I saw 

before me because despite her extraordinary life, Caroline George is no braggart. I turned to one 

of her close friends and fellow Author, Tessa Emily Hall, to further flesh out the true character of 

Caroline George and all of her hidden talents. 

 One of the questions I asked Tessa was “what is something no one else may know about 

[Caroline]?” Tessa was quick to sing the praises of her friend answering, “She’s not just a writer; 

she’s also a singer, guitar-player, songwriter, and extremely gifted artist. Seriously. I don’t think 

there’s anything this girl can’t do!” Wide-eyed, I agree with Tessa. It sounds like Caroline 

George can do just about anything she sets her mind to. 



 Moving to Nashville from a small town just outside of Atlanta, Caroline dove headfirst 

into her new city. In her first semester of college she explored acting in a student film, worked as 

a free lance reporter at a red carpet event for one film company, and as a publicity assistant for 

another. She created a Nashville “bucket list” comprised of sticky notes posted all over her door, 

which she of course completed. Highlights included tons of concerts, every park in the Nashville 

area, all major restaurants and coffee houses, food trucks, every fancy hotel (the Sheraton and the 

Hermitage rank high among her favorites), Franklin, the zoo, the red carpet, and every single 

festival offered (needless to say, she spent a lot of time in Centennial Park). Caroline was also 

eager to explore new parts of town. She said, “If someone mentioned an area in the town––like 

German town as an example–– I was like ‘Oh, never been there, let’s hop in the car and go!’” 

With her adventuresome personality, it is no wonder she writes action packed stories.

 When asked when she started writing, Caroline replied “before I could even hold a 

pencil.”  Growing up with a “crazy imagination” and a heart drawn to storytelling, Caroline 

began as a toddler, telling her mother stories. Her mom would write them down for her and 

Caroline would draw the pictures. In elementary school, Caroline continued to write short stories 

and then stumbled upon fan fiction in middle school.  Caroline self-consciously elaborated that 

she “got really into Narnia fan fiction.” 

 “Such a little dweeb,” she laughed, running her fingers through her hair. She began 

posting her writing to a teen writing website. I was shocked as she told me, “I had over 60,000 

weekly readers for these fan fiction, little, short stories I was writing.” I attempt to keep my jaw 

from dropping all the way to the floor. It was this that gave her the confidence to set the goal to 

be published by the time she was sixteen. Caroline published her first novel (which now sits on 



the ottoman in my room waiting for time to be read) 25 days before her sixteenth birthday. At 

fifteen-years, three-hundred-forty-days-old, Caroline George became a published author. 

 Caroline and Tessa share the same literary agent and this past fall went on book tour 

together. Tessa gushed about their unique friendship:

 “I’ve never had a friendship quite like mine and Caroline’s [. . .]We both share a strange 

 obsession for imaginary characters, coffee, and stories. Because of that, when we hang 

 out, we don’t typically do the normal best friend stuff—such as watching movies, 

 painting our nails, shopping, etc. (Actually, on a rare occasion when we did watch a 

 movie, we took notes on plot the entire time. Ha!)”

Coffee is a must when the two are together. They’ll spend hours talking in Tessa’s kitchen over 

lattes. Tessa reminisced over her favorite memory with Caroline, crashing on the couch of their 

favorite coffee shop after iceskating, celebrating Tessa’s twenty-first birthday. Tessa 

remembered, “sitting on a sofa, sipping on my favorite peanut butter mocha, buzzed with 

caffeine, and thinking, I’m so happy to have finally found a friend so similar to myself.” 

 And how does one become best friends with Caroline George? She tells people, “If you 

read my book, you’ll be my best friend forever.” Reading her work, she says you’ll see a 

different part of her. I have heard many writers refer to their characters as their “children.” I 

asked Caroline if she felt that way and if she was going to be sad to see them go as she finishes 

out her trilogy. “When I end a book, it’s not like I’m seeing my children leave me, because 

they’re still a part of me,” she explained. As Caroline writes in the first person, alternating 

perspectives between her characters, she does not see them as her children, but as a part of 

herself. She said of others reading her books that with each one:



 “they’re seeing a different part of my past, a part of kind of the struggles I was going 

 through at the time, my thoughts. And so at first, it was kind of exposing. When I first 

 published some people were seeing me really vulnerable. Then it just became even more 

 beautiful to be able to expose yourself to someone and be like ‘here’s this story that I’ve 

 been working on, here are these thoughts, and like this is part of my imagination.’ It’s like 

 a gift. Like, ‘here is my gift to you.’ That’s why I love it.”

Taking on the perspective of her characters and seeing herself through those lenses has taught her 

a lot about herself.  In her different characters you will see her explore her kind, compassionate, 

and loyal side in one, her rebellious, free-spirited, wounded yet strong nature in another, and then 

the sheltered, softer, version of herself in a totally different character. For Caroline, the writing is 

such a personal process. She really focuses on getting into her characters and authentically 

portraying their thoughts, feelings, and actions. Through her characters, readers get to see the 

many different angles of Caroline George.  

 We concluded our interview in Caroline’s dorm room. I took in the room around me. 

I have found you can learn a lot about a person by looking at their dorm room. A vintage 

shipping crate stood turned on its side, repurposed as a bookshelf/night stand. The wood had 

been covered over with pages torn from Caroline’s grandmother’s school books. I turned to study 

the paintings and posters of her book covers surrounding her lofted bed while she searched for a 

paperback copy of The Primeway Program: Be the Victor. I could not walk away from this 

interview without buying this book. What held my attention was the gray canvas above her 

pillow with the faces of the characters from The Primeway Program painted on them. Each face 

so well detailed, I could already get a feel for the characters I was about to be introduced to as I 



opened the first page when I got back to my apartment later that day. As my eyes shifted to The 

Primeway Program poster hung above the foot of the bed. I was immediately stuck by the 

resemblance between the characters depicted in the painting and the models posed on the poster. 

I was then amazed to learn that Caroline had painted the canvas before she ever met the models 

who would pose for the book covers and poster. 

 Caroline George is a woman with vision. She is a determined storyteller who brings the 

fancies of her imagination into fruition. Knowing Caroline’s accomplishments, she should seem 

intimidating. However after sitting down with her, I found Caroline’s humble aura makes her as 

approachable as a close friend. Meeting her was both challenging and encouraging. It is amazing 

to see what someone can accomplish when they set their mind to it. It was refreshing to meet a 

writer that really takes life by the horns and can write strong adventurous characters because she 

is herself. It would seem that many stay locked in, writing in some tower all their lives, only 

letting their hair down so their publishers can climb up and whisk their manuscript off to a world 

they themselves have never actually explored. Not Caroline. I am challenged and encouraged 

after meeting Caroline to continue my writing and adventures. Apparently you do not have to 

pick between really living life or just writing about it. It is always exciting to meet someone and 

realize you really can have it all. 
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